Introduction
The transmission of the UH-60A helicopter, shown in Figures 1 and 2, contains a planetary gear train in the final stage of the main rotor gearbox. In this configuration, torque is transmitted from the central sun gear through the planets to the planet carrier and then from the planet carrier to the main rotor shaft. To ensure the safety of the aircraft and passengers, it is important to have tools to determine the condition of critical components. Although difficult to analyse, one tool that can be used for the health assessment of planetary gear trains is vibration. The difficulty of assessing the health of planetary gear trains using vibration arises from many factors, such as the similar vibrations produced from multiple planet gears and the various time-varying transmission paths from gear mesh points to the sensors that are mounted on the gearbox housing. Thus, conventional fault detection algorithms may not be as effective when applied to such complicated gear trains.
In 2002, the main transmissions (2400 series) of two US Army UH-60A Black Hawk helicopters were found to contain fatigue cracks in the planet carriers, which are shown in Figures 3 and  4 . When investigating the cause of repeated low transmission oil pressure warnings, a 250 mm hub-to-rim crack in the first carrier was found. An 82 mm crack in the second carrier was found during an inspection. These discoveries resulted in flight restrictions on many US Army UH-60A helicopters and an investigation into costeffective tests that were capable of diagnosing this type of fault.
A vibration test programme was conducted by the US Army on the transmission containing the 82 mm crack. The transmission was installed in a test-cell at various torque settings and was also groundrun in a helicopter at 20% and 30% torque settings. In addition, vibration data was acquired from undamaged transmissions.
The vibration data was first analysed in [1] by applying planetary gearbox diagnostics to the time synchronous averages (TSAs) of the data. In this paper, the epicyclic sideband index (SI) and the epicyclic level factor (SLF) were found to effectively detect the presence of the fault using test-cell data, though neither were effective for the low-torque on-aircraft conditions. The same data was investigated by Dong et al [2] using a combination of wavelet analysis and Markov modelling. This method was able to distinguish the faulty component data from the healthy component data, though training of the datasets was required. Wu et al [3, 4, 5] presented crack detection results via frequency and wavelet domain processing of the raw data that were reported to be dependent on the location of the sensor Figure 1 . UH-60A planetary gear train schematic [7] Figure 2. UH-60A transmission and sensor locations [7] and frequency band. Mclnerny et al [6] processed the test-cell data similarly to [1] by applying a number of metrics to the TSAs of the data. In this paper, statistics were also presented for the raw data and a new metric measuring the ratio in the planet carrier TSA at multiples of planet-pass frequency with the remaining energy in the average was developed. Mclnerny et al [6] were able to detect the crack in the test-cell, though did not investigate their metrics to the on-aircraft data. In [7] , two new methods of detecting the fatigue crack were developed. These methods were based on changes to the modulation of the fundamental gear mesh vibration resulting from the crack. These methods were again found to be effective for the test-cell conditions as reported in [1] and [6] , though ineffective for the on-aircraft conditions.
The results presented in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] provided the motivation to develop a technique that can effectively detect fatigue cracks in on-aircraft conditions that would not require the need to train the datasets. This paper analyses the UH-60A on-aircraft vibration data using a time synchronous resampling-based spectral average approach. This technique has been shown to be effective in diagnosing all four bearing fault types for shaft speeds from 30 Hz to 60 Hz, using both vibration and acoustic emission signals [8] [9] [10] . However, the time domain signal and statistical feature combination that was found to be effective for the aforementioned bearing applications was not effective for the data used in this study. It was found that the combination of a new analysis signal and condition indicators were effective for the evaluated UH-60A on-aircraft and test-cell vibration data. The results presented in this paper indicate that using such an approach can effectively detect the fatigue crack on the on-aircraft data using a number of condition indicators.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a detailed explanation of the methodology. In Section 3, the US Army UH-60A vibration data used to validate the methodology are discussed. Section 4 presents the planet carrier fatigue crack results and Section 5 concludes the paper. Figure 5 depicts an overview of the presented methodology. Firstly, the US Army Vibration Management Enhancement Program (VMEP) system is used to acquire the raw on-aircraft vibration data. Secondly, the vibration signal is time synchronously resampled using the shaft zero crossing times. Lastly, the resampled vibration signal is spectrally averaged and used to compute CIs for planet gear fatigue crack detection.
The methodology
The methodology will be presented in two sections. Section 2.1 provides a brief review of the time synchronous average (TSA), time synchronous resampling (TSR) and the spectral averaging approaches. Then, the calculation of condition indicators for planet carrier fatigue crack detection is explained in Section 2.2.
Spectral averaging of the VMEP vibration signal
TSA is a validated approach for the extraction of periodic waveforms and has multiple applications to the tooth meshing vibrations for gear fault diagnosis [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Moreover, TSA has been effectively utilised in the processing of vibration signal envelopes for bearing fault diagnosis [17] [18] [19] . The concept is to compute the ensemble average of sequential periods of any waveform of interest. This results in a significant reduction of noise and an enhanced signal that represents one period of the averaged waveform. Braun [20] formally [7] VIBRATION ANALYSIS expressed the TSA y(nT) of a signal x(t) sampled at interval nT as:
where the period being averaged is denoted by mT. Additional details concerning TSA can be found in [11] . In [21] , it is shown that by using a synchronous resampling technique based on shaft revolutions, potential fluctuations in shaft speed can be accounted for and the effect of spectral smearing reduced. By resampling to an even number of points between trigger signal revolutions, a better fast Fourier transform (FFT) result was obtained. In this paper, a similar time synchronous resampling approach is accomplished using the shaft zero crossing times (ZCTs) and is formally presented in the following.
Formally, the resampling process is achieved by interpolating the r number of data points in one shaft revolution into L number of data points, such that: (2) where L is the number of interpolated points between ZCTs and r is the average number of points between shaft crossings before resampling. Once L is determined, each segment contains an equal number of data points for FFT computations and the spectral average can be executed. The methodology presented in this paper combines the TSR approach with spectral averaging, which allows for the extraction of effective condition indicators for planet carrier fatigue crack detection. Presented in Figure 6 is an overview of the spectral averaging approach. The computation of the spectral average requires the data to be sectioned so that the Fourier transform of each section can be computed. Then, the ensemble average of the squared magnitude of the segments is implemented.
Welch [22] formally expressed the execution of this approach. By letting Z(j), for j = 0, …, N -1 be a sample from a stationary, stochastic sequence whose mean is zero, then Z(j) has a spectral
, where f is the normalised frequency. If one takes several possibly overlapping segments of length L, with the starting points of the segments M points apart, and let Z 1 (j), j = 0, …, L -1 be the first segment, then:
Likewise:
and finally:
The result is K segments,
Next, for each segment of length L the Fourier transform is obtained. In other words, a data window W(j) is chosen, for j = 0, …, L -1, and the Fourier transforms F 1 (n), …, F K (n) of the segments Z 1 (j)W(j), …, Z K (j)W(j) are taken. This is formally expressed in Equation (6):
The result is K Fourier transforms B k (f n ), which correspond to the K number of segments:
where:
and:
Last, the spectral average result, SA(f n ), is obtained by taking the average of the K Fourier transforms:
To implement the spectral average, the signal must first be sectioned. Thus, the shaft ZCTs are used to section and resample the vibration signal. Then, the average of the squared magnitude spectrum of the sections is obtained, which results in the spectral average used to evaluate statistical features. In other words, the duration between shaft revolutions is utilised as the sectioning function to average the UH-60A VMEP vibration signal. Additionally, the data segment length L is determined by the number of data points between ZCTs of the shaft after resampling. By resampling the segments to L data points, an equal number of data points are used for FFT calculations. Hence, the approach presented in this paper utilises the ZCTs of shaft rotations to section and resample the vibration signals and compute the ensemble average of the squared magnitude Fourier transforms of the sections. This approach affords the ability to compute a spectral average and effectively detect a planet carrier fatigue crack. After computing the spectral average of the vibration signals, various fatigue crack features are computed and evaluated as condition indictors.
Condition indicators for planet carrier fatigue crack detection
There are numerous condition indicators in literature that quantify accelerometer signals to aid in rotating machinery fault diagnosis. For example, some recent studies have developed effective CIs that accomplish bearing fault diagnosis by quantifying both accelerometer and AE signals [8] [9] [10] [23] [24] . A major difference among the available CIs is in the method of computation. For example, CIs can be extracted from both the time and frequency domains of the signals. Furthermore, CIs can be extracted from a raw signal or a signal being processed by a signal processing technique, such as TSA or spectral averaging. Previously, the inverse Fourier transform of the square magnitude of the spectral average in combination with the RMS and peak CIs has been used to successfully diagnose bearing faults at shaft speeds of 30 Hz and higher for both AE and vibration signals [8] [9] [10] . However, because the aforementioned analysis signal and CI combination tested in those studies were not effective for shaft speeds less than 30 Hz, such work was left for future investigation. This paper uses the inverse Fourier transform of the log of the squared magnitude spectral average result to investigate the potential of CIs that allow detection of the planet carrier fatigue crack in on-aircraft conditions. By introducing a log into the inverse Fourier transform, the signal being analysed is similar to a power cepstrum that has been utilised in [25] for gear analysis. It should also be mentioned that although the introduction of the log was found to be effective for the UH-60A application, it was not effective for the high-speed bearing data used in [8] [9] [10] . Formally, the input signal used for CI computation is given as: where the input signal x is the time domain signal used for CI computation and ifft{log[SA(f n )]} is the inverse Fourier transform of the log of the spectral average result SA(f n ) obtained by Equation (10) . CIs can be computed using an energy operator (EO). The EO is a type of residual of the autocorrelation function [26] . In discretised form, the mathematical formula is given as: (12) where EO [x i ] is the ith element in the EO and x i is the ith element of dataset x obtained from Equation (11) . The CIs are also computed using the amplitude modulation (AM) signal or Hilbert envelope of the signal obtained in Equation where abs[hilbert(x)] is the Hilbert envelope of the dataset x acquired using Equation (11) .
In this paper, a number of feasible CIs were explored for planet carrier fatigue crack detection. Provided in Table 1 are the definitions of the investigated CIs. Presented are the definitions for root mean square (RMS), peak, crest factor (CF), kurtosis (Kurt), skewness (Skew), peak-to-peak (p2p) and histogram upper bound (UB). Each CI is evaluated on the signals computed using Equations (11), (12) and (13).
UH-60A on-aircraft vibration data
The test-cell experiments were conducted in the Helicopter Transmission Test Facility (HTTF) at the Patuxent River Naval Air Station in Maryland, USA. The transmission with the 82 mm planet carrier crack was tested along with a healthy transmission. A total of six accelerometers and two tachometers were used for data acquisition. Raw time domain data was collected over a range of torque levels at a sampling rate of 100 kHz, for a length of 180 s.
The on-aircraft vibration data was acquired using the US Army VMEP system [27] [28] [29] . At the Corpus Christ Army Depot (CCAD), the transmission with the 82 mm cracked carrier was installed and tested in a UH-60A helicopter (aircraft X). Three unfaulted UH-60A helicopters (aircrafts A, B and C) were also tested from the Birmingham, Alabama, National Guard (BNG). For safety precautions, only ground runs at 20% and 30% torque settings were completed and each aircraft was stabilised for 5 min at each state before vibration acquisitions were completed. For all vibration measurements, the nose was pointed in the direction of the wind, which was less than 10 knots. It is also important to note that the cyclic stick position may have varied between acquisitions. 
Kurt: describes the peakedness or smoothness of the dataset
Skew: measures the asymmetry of the data around its sample mean. A negative or positive value of skew implies the data is spread to the left or right of the mean, respectively
Peak-to-peak (p2p) y max − y min 
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The raw data was only acquired for aircrafts A and X using the VMEP system. Additionally, only accelerometers 3 and 5 from Figure 2 were recorded. The sampling rate for the raw data was 48 kHz with a bandwidth of 18.75 kHz. The acquisition lengths were 25 s, equating to data records of 1.2 million samples per acquisition. Further information regarding planetary gear mesh vibration can be found in [7] .
Results
Firstly, the results for the test-cell data will be discussed. Of all the loading conditions, only the 20% torque test-cell data for both transmissions was available for analysis. Thus, since only one acquisition of 180 s was available for each transmission, the data was segmented into 30 s intervals to provide more samples while ensuring enough tachometer revolutions for spectral average computations. The result was six segments of 30 s for each transmission at the aforementioned torque level and the methodology presented in Figure 5 was implemented. Additionally, since sensor 5 was closest to the source, it was the only sensor investigated. After the CIs were computed, 95% confidence intervals were obtained to determine the statistical significance of the CI values. It was found that four CIs clearly differentiated the 82 mm crack transmission from the healthy transmission. Figure  7 presents the average CI values for the six samples along with the 95% confidence intervals for sensor 5 test-cell data.
Next, the results of the UH-60A on-aircraft VMEP data analysis are presented. All VMEP acquisitions were processed following the methodology presented in Figure 5 . To determine if the fatigue crack was detectable for the on-aircraft data using the presented approach, the two sample CI values at each torque setting were averaged. For sensor 3, the average CI values for each torque level are presented in Table 2 . Once the average CI values were computed, the percent difference in the CI values between aircraft X and aircraft A was calculated. For sensor 3, it was found that the four aircraft X CI means were separable from aircraft A CI means for both torque settings of 20% and 30%. Then, to examine which CIs performed better in terms of the separation, they were ranked in Table 2 from the highest to the lowest percent difference. It was found that the order of the CI ranking was the same for both torque settings, which confirms the torque independence of the CI values. For sensor 3, the best CI was EO peak with percent differences of 86.794 and 105.375 for 20% and 30% torque, respectively. Figure 8 presents the average EO peak CI values at the 20% and 30% torque settings for both aircraft X and aircraft A.
The VMEP acquisitions for sensor 5 were processed in the same manner as sensor 3. Thus, the CI values at each torque level were averaged and the percent difference between aircraft X and aircraft A computed. The results for all CIs are presented in Table 3 . Similar to the sensor 3 results, the CI rankings were the same for both torque settings, which again confirms the torque independence of the CI values. Also, the best CI for sensor 5 was EO peak. The average EO peak CI results are shown at both torque settings for both aircraft X and aircraft A in Figure 9 . It is important to note that the top two CIs for sensor 5 perform better than the top CI (EO peak) for sensor 3 in terms of percent difference. The reason for the higher percent difference using sensor 5 data is likely to be due to the fact that sensor 5 was much closer to the planet carrier fatigue crack. The close proximity of sensor 5 to the fatigue crack location induces an increase in the acceleration of displacement. As a result, the amplitude of the sensor output is raised and is accompanied by an excited response and behaviour of the signal. Thus, the peak value extracted from a sensor closer to the fault location is going to be larger than for sensors further away. This phenomena is why the EO peak value is larger when computed from a sensor attached to the fault location versus a sensor attached to a nearby component. Similarly, an increase in acceleration results in a higher extremeness of the peak value in the signal and hence a larger EO CF result. Based on this reasoning, it can also be understood why the energy in the signal (RMS) and EO UB values are larger for sensor 5, which is local to the source of the damage. The presented methodology has been validated to detect the single planet gear carrier fatigue crack using the test-cell and on-aircraft data described in the paper. The US Army initiative began as a result of single fatigue cracks observed during inspection. The presence of a crack on the planet gear carrier excites a response from the accelerometer, which increases the peak amplitude and overall energy in the signal. The change in behaviour in the signal is then extracted using the CIs tested in this paper. With additional data, healthy planet gear carrier CI threshold values could be set. Any CI values exceeding the set threshold would be indicative of the presence of a fault. If more than one crack is in the system, the increase in CI values would be picked up, since the SA waveform is synchronised with the main rotor tachometer signal. In other words, the enhanced synchronous waveform will contain abnormal periodic components that are extracted using the tested CIs and therefore differentiated from the healthy state. Thus, this methodology is designed to detect damage that excites periodic components that are synchronous with the main rotor shaft.
Conclusions
In this paper, a new method for detecting an on-aircraft fatigue crack in a planet carrier of an epicyclic transmission was presented. This method begins by time synchronously resampling vibration signals to segment the signals according to shaft crossing times, such that an even number of data points are obtained to compute a spectral average. Then, the result is used to extract features and evaluate numerous CIs for planet carrier fatigue crack detection. The methodology was validated using the raw vibration test-cell and on-aircraft data acquired from a number of US Army UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter main transmissions. For the test-cell data, analysis was carried out for sensor 5 at the 20% torque setting. For the on-aircraft data, both sensor 3 and sensor 5 acquisitions were processed. For each sensor, two samples of data were analysed for both the 20% and 30% torque settings. The results indicate that using the presented approach, a total of four CIs can be used to detect the fatigue crack in a planet carrier for both the test-cell and the on-aircraft UH-60A vibration data. The CIs were ranked in the order of percent difference of aircraft X mean CI values from aircraft A mean CI values. The ranking for both sensor data was constant regardless of torque setting, indicating that the CIs are torque independent. Also, the EO peak CI was the best for both sensors in terms of percent difference. The studies currently reported in the literature have had difficulty detecting the fatigue crack using the on-aircraft data. The results in this paper indicate that the presented approach can be utilised to address the detection of fatigue cracks in a planet carrier of a UH-60A helicopter using VMEP vibration data.
The presented approach was designed to detect any abnormalities on the planet gear carrier. The damage is detected by extracting the CIs from the enhanced signal that was synchronised with the main rotor shaft. Because the approach was designed to detect any irregularities, it should theoretically capture defects that are of different directions, orientations or depths than those tested in the US Army experiments. In fact, the separation of the faulty CI values from the healthy CI values will be more significant for the case of a larger crack depth or width. On that note, accelerometers measure the second derivative of displacement, so the orientation of the sensor is critical. One drawback would be the case where damage does not excite any response due to the sensor placement. However, through the combination of the correct positioning of the sensors with the periodic excitement of the signal due to rotational passes of the crack, any damage on the planet carrier will be detected and differentiated from a healthy transmission case.
